Inquiry and order form for lateral MEILLER roll-up tarpaulins for rear tippers

Note:
- opening of top-hinged mechanical tailgate is possible when tarpaulin is closed
- hydraulic tailgate must not be opened when tarpaulin is closed
- tarpaulin is not possible in combination with raised tailgate hinges

Company:.................................................................................................................................................. Sector:..............................................................................................................................
Street:................................................................. City:................................................................. Phone/Fax:.................................................................
E-Mail:.......................................................................................... Customer n°:............................ Contact person:..............................................................
Chassis manufacturer:..................................................

In case no identification plate is available please fill in the following

Tipper type: □ H… □ 3-axle
□ P… □ 4-axle

X: 0 mm
H: □ 0 mm
□ 150 mm

Interior tipper body length:.................................mm
Interior side wall height:........................................mm

Options:
(please check)
cab protection: □ yes □ no
heat insulation: □ yes □ no
side protection plates: □ yes □ nein

Tailgate version:
mechanical
□ S1 outside-positioned inclined top-hinged
□ S3 outside-positioned inclined divided
□ G1 outside-positioned vertical top-hinged

mechanical/hydraulic
□ S4 outside-positioned inclined top-hinged or hydraulic
□ S6 inside-positioned inclined hydraulic
□ S6 inside-positioned inclined hydraulic (repositioned to the inside by 300 mm)
□ G4 outside-positioned vertical top-hinged or hydraulic
Inquiry and order form for lateral MEILLER roll-up tarpaulins for rear tippers

Tarpaulin material and colour (please check):

**Standard:**
PVC 650 g/m²
- □ RAL 7037 (dust grey)
- □ RAL 9005 (deep black)
- □ RAL 9006 (white aluminium)

**Optional (upon request against surcharge):**
PVC 650 g/m²
- □ RAL 1021 (rape yellow)
- □ RAL 2008 (bright red orange)
- □ RAL 3002 (carmine red)
- □ RAL 5002 (ultramarine blue)
- □ RAL 5010 (gentian blue)
- □ RAL 5012 (light blue)
- □ RAL 6001 (emerald green)
- □ RAL 6026 (opal green)
- □ RAL 7035 (light grey)

SI 360 g/m² (bitumen-resistant) ¹)
- □ RAL 9005 (deep black)

---

¹) You can reach your contact person at our Munich plant by direct dialing: +49 89 1487-2400

You can reach your contact person at our Munich plant by direct dialing: +49 89 1487-2400

**Place: ............................................ ...............  Date: ............................ ...........  Signature:............................ ................................................... ............**